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the windows os does not use drivers for mass storage devices. instead it uses a generic driver known as the mass storage class driver. this driver is loaded when a new mass-storage device is plugged in to the system. this is when the problem
began. i was unable to find any drivers for the device, so the operating system could not load any specific drivers. my next step was to try to find a generic driver for the device that i could use. the next step was to look at the system files to see if
they contained any settings for the device. these are normally located in the windows system folder, such as c:\windows\system32\drivers\diskpart.ini. i think this is a slightly different issue, but it involves the same core procedure. on my box, hp
will not load the mass-storage drivers that are a part of intel's rapid state technology. i've got a gigabyte ga-z68x-ud3h mobo and am using the ac97 chipset. i've tried the following with no success, this may be an issue with hp's drivers, but i'm
afraid i can't help. i'm not even sure that there are any drivers that are in hp's rapid state technology for my particular system. perhaps a third party repository like dell, or a motherboard manufacturer like gigabyte or asus could be of help. to test
the installation of the driver, we need to boot the system into the installation media and then install from there. so we need to boot into the same media we used to boot the system. so boot into the media and select the option to boot into the
installation media. a device driver specified by the value field is either a mass storage driver (which has a device node) or a logical device (which does not have a device node). if the value field is not present, then the datacollectiondevicenode is
not a driver.
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Even if you get them to run the same device drivers they did before, it's probably a good idea to make a backup before you do anything else. If you know it's a supported device, it's much less complicated to change it after the fact. I usually make a
backup – deleting all keys from the process, running sysprep, restarting, then making the changes. If you're having trouble with the mass-storage manager -- unlike me -- then you're probably going to need to go back to the drivers you just had, so
I'd definitely do that first. It will probably be pretty easy, but it's better to wait until after the factory-reset to make sure you've got the right drivers. With the F5 it will only show options for the previous driver and not the current driver. I wanted to

add the driver for the Dual-Layer Plus PCIE-SAS Interface into the F6 menu but I did not get it. I don't know why. It always is with the same device. It is a bit strange because in the F3 list, the device is added. Even if the SATA interface speed is
correct, the display manager may fail and a blank screen will result. When you boot the OS, the BIOS will recognize the correct interface speed from the numerous interfaces. In fact, the SATA interface driver talks directly to the display manager,

bypassing the BIOS. It is a bit weird to me that this is happening. All Mass Storage controller drivers should be installed with the same "driver signature". The driver signature is the 4 byte checksum located just after the filename of the driver.
Calculate this sum to ensure it's not been tampered with. If the sum of the driver signature and the driver filename are the same, then you know they came from the same source and we have a match! 5ec8ef588b
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